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a b s t r a c t
Direct numerical simulations (DNS) of spatially growing turbulent shear layers may
be performed as temporal simulations by solving the governing equations with some
additional terms while imposing streamwise periodicity. These terms are functions of
the means whose spatial growth is calculated easily and accurately from statistics of the
temporal DNS. Equations for such simulations are derived.
© 2009 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
Direct numerical simulations (DNS) have come to denote numerical solutions of the Navier–Stokes equations of fluid
dynamics when the flow is turbulent. In turbulent flows the range of dynamically-significant length and time scales is large.
So DNS remains feasible only for flows in which fluid viscosity is not too small, or the the Reynolds number (defined in
Section 3) is not too large. Certainly, Reynolds numbers in DNS have been small compared with those usually obtained such
as in flows past aircraft, automobiles or in engines. The objective of a DNS is then insight into properties of the Navier–Stokes
equations/problems and turbulence, rather than as descriptions of actual flows. An introduction toDNS, and a reviewof some
aspects, is available [1].
DNS studies havemademuch progress by considering periodic solutions. Some of the simplest, canonical turbulent flows
are those which are statistically stationary, have a slow development in one spatial direction (mainstream or streamwise
direction) and a self-similar structure in the planes normal to this direction. A temporal direct numerical simulation (TDNS)
denotes one in which the solution is restricted to being periodic in at least the mainstream direction. There are several
advantages: very efficient Fourier spectral methods can be used, and, there are no inflow and outflow boundary conditions
to be prescribed. Typical flows are plane and circular mixing layers, channel flows and flat plate boundary layers. Fully
developed channel flows, are adequately represented by solutions with streamwise periodicity. But the other shear layers
have definite, if small, streamwise growth and are incompletely modelled by streamwise periodic formulations. Some
important, qualitative features such as asymmetric entrainment of plane mixing layers cannot be captured due to the
enforced symmetry. In a temporal simulation, the turbulent region grows with time and spreads into the non-turbulent
region. It is possible to view such solutions at successive times as estimates of the flow at successive downstream stations
even though there is no exact transformation. In this paper a method to compute such slowly growing turbulent flow is
presented using a combination of a TDNS and a spatial solution of equations for mean quantities.
Spalart [2] used a TDNS approach to compute the development of a flat plate boundary layer at a Reynolds number
Reθ = 1410. A mapping was used which keeps the transverse resolution uniform as TDNS solutions are obtained different
downstream stations. The flow field was split into a mean and fluctuations. The problem for the fluctuations was solved
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by imposing periodicity in the mapped streamwise coordinate, while mean quantities acted as known forcing terms.
Distributions of mean and rms at an initial station was used to begin the computations. There are several additional terms
but there are savings in grid requirements which still remain the most crucial. Some minor inconsistencies were noted
in the formulations. A solution was obtained at a significantly high Reynolds number compared to previous ones, with
generally good agreement with experiment. Guo et al. [3] applied this idea to a compressible boundary layer transition.
Maeder et al. [4] simulated a supersonic turbulent boundary layer and calls it the Extended Temporal DNS (ETDNS) method.
This method retains the advantages of a TDNS and couples it with a simple marching procedure for the mean field to find
solutions for flows like boundary layers which have small streamwise growth. The Navier–Stokes equations aremodified by
addition of appropriate functions of the stationary mean field so that the TDNS solutions are also stationary. In turn, TDNS
solutions provide Reynolds stresses to describe the structure of the mean field accurately. A formal derivation of the ETDNS
equations showed that some terms were missing from those assumed, heuristically, in the previous simulations [4]. This
formal derivation of the complete equations is the subject of this paper.
Although the formulation considers extending temporal DNS, this could just as well be applied to temporal large eddy
simulation (LES). The restriction in formulation is only that the mean flow changes slowly in one (streamwise) direction,
such that derivatives with respect to this coordinate will remain smaller than derivatives in other directions. A second use
is to provide better turbulent inflow boundary conditions. An ETDNS field provides a time series of a turbulent field from a
spatially developing flow. This can be an improvement over current practice of using data from a TDNS.
2. Definitions
Consider turbulent flowswhich develop slowly in one direction, such aswall boundary layers, or jets andwakes in the far
field. For convenience, the flow is taken to be incompressible. The formulation for compressible flow differs in details only.
The flow is described by the velocity u = u(x, t) and pressure p = p(x, t) in a Cartesian coordinate system. The streamwise
coordinate is x, and transverse coordinates are y and z.
Spatial averages in the streamwise direction, denoted by the overbar, are defined by the integral
u¯(xn, y, z, t) = 1L
∫ xn+L/2
xn−L/2
u(x′, y, z, t)dx′.
Such averages still depend on the streamwise coordinate x = xn, but they vary slowly with x so that a new scaled coordinate
X = x (  1) is appropriate. We write u¯ = u¯(X, y, z, t) and the derivative
∂u¯
∂x
=  ∂u¯
∂X
,
∂u¯
∂X
∼ O(1).
We can decompose field variables into means and fluctuations as follows. Fluctuations about the spatial average are
defined by
u = u¯+ u′′, (1)
and the subsequent average over a time interval, denoted by angle brackets, gives
u¯ = 〈u¯〉 + u′. (2)
If the solution is stationary, the steady, mean velocity 〈u¯〉 = U(X, y, z) and pressure 〈p¯〉 = P(X, y, z). The time average of
the fluctuation u′ vanishes. The spatial average of the spatial fluctuations u′′ does not vanish exactly. However, it is readily
shown that it can be omitted because it is of a higher order in . On substituting the Taylor series expansion,
u¯(X) = u¯(Xn)+ (X − Xn) ∂ u¯
∂X
∣∣∣∣
Xn
+ 1
2! (X − Xn)
2 ∂
2u¯
∂X2
∣∣∣∣
Xn
+ · · · (3)
into decomposition (1), and taking the spatial average of both sides we find that u¯′′ = O()2.
Using definitions (1) and (2), the velocity field can be split into three quantities
u(x, y, z, t) = U(X, y, z)+ u′(X, y, z, t)+ u′′(x, y, z, t; X), (4)
and similarly the pressure. The analogous decomposition for solutions from a temporal DNS is
u¯P(x, y, z, t) = UP(y, z)+ u′P(y, z, t)+ u′′P(x, y, z, t). (5)
Here, the subscript P indicates that solutions are from a temporal DNS, and are periodic in the streamwise coordinate. Since
spatial averaging is over the full period, there is no further dependence on the streamwise coordinate (u′′P = 0 exactly).
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3. Averaged Navier–Stokes equations
The Navier–Stokes equations can be written in dimensionless form as
∇ · u = 0, (6)
∂u
∂t
+∇ · uu = −∇p+ 1
Re
∇2u. (7)
Here the Reynolds number Re = ρVl/µ, is based on a velocity scale V , length scale l, fluid density ρ and viscosity µ.
The pressure has been scaled with ρV 2. These scales are defined appropriately for a given problem. Let us substitute the
decomposition (4) into the linear terms of (6) and (7) and do, in turn, spatial and temporal averaging. Since averaging
commutes with differentiation, we find
∇ · U = 0, (8)
∇ · 〈uu 〉 = −∇P + 1
Re
∇2U. (9)
To find the decomposition of the nonlinear terms, let us consider the generic term 〈 uv 〉 = 〈 (u¯+ u′′)(v¯ + v′′) 〉 which
expands into four terms on decomposition. Using the Taylor series (3), the term
u¯v¯ = u¯v¯ +
(
∂ u¯
∂X
v¯ + u¯ ∂v¯
∂X
)
1
L
∫ L/2
−L/2
x′′ dx′′ + O()2
or, u¯v¯ = u¯v¯ correct to O()2. x′′ is the streamwise coordinate with the origin at the centre of the domain and varies linearly.
The term 〈 u′′v′′ 〉 involving products of fluctuations will not be modified. The two terms representing interactions between
spatially-averaged quantities and fluctuations can be rewritten. Using the Taylor series (3) again,
u¯v′′ = 1
L
∫ L/2
−L/2
(
u¯(Xn)+ x′′ ∂ u¯
∂X
)
v′′dx′′ + O()2. (10)
The first term of the above integral, u¯(Xn)v′′, is O()2 and can be dropped. The second term must be retained because it is
O():
u¯v′′ =  ∂ u¯
∂X
x′′v′′ = ∂ u¯
∂x
x′′v′′. (11)
So, spatial decomposition results in four terms, two of which are O(). Products of spatial means can be further expanded
into products of the steady mean field and fluctuations:
〈u¯v¯〉 = UV + 〈u′v′〉.
So, each nonlinear term in (9) expands into five terms when written using the decomposition (4):
〈 uv 〉 = UV + 〈u′v′〉 + 〈 u′′v′′ 〉 +
〈
∂ u¯
∂x
x′′v′′
〉
+
〈
x′′u′′
∂v¯
∂x
〉
. (12)
3.1. Average of TDNS solution
We can substitute the periodic TDNS solution and its decomposition (5) into (6) and (7), and take the spatial average over
the period, followed by a temporal average. Then,
∇2 · UP = 0, (13)
∇2 · 〈uPuP 〉 = −∇2P + 1Re∇
2
2U. (14)
Here ∇2 = (0, ∂/∂y, ∂/∂z) is the appropriate derivative operator because spatial averaging leaves no further dependence
on x. The nonlinear term expands into three terms using the decomposition. For example,
〈 uPvP 〉 = UPVP + 〈u′Pv′p〉 + 〈 u′′Pv′′P 〉. (15)
On comparing the results of averaging the governing equations for a spatially developing flow (8, 9) and a temporal
simulation (13, 14) we find several kinds of terms to be absent in the latter. These terms are absent because spatial
averaging removes the dependence on the streamwise coordinate from TDNS solutions. We can add these absent terms
to the Navier–Stokes equations as prescribed source terms, and find TDNS solutions to the modified equations. Then, by
construction, the averaging of the modified equations will give all the terms expected in a spatial problem. I emphasise that
it is only that the kinds of terms are similar, and not that they are the same. It is amodeling assumption that we shall consider
the terms to be the same. For example, the term 〈 u′′v′′ 〉, and the corresponding term 〈 u′′Pv′′P 〉 which is obtained from the
temporal simulation (with source terms) are different, but can be taken to be the same as a modelling assumption.
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3.2. Extended TDNS equations
We shall formally add terms to the Navier–Stokes equations (6) and (7) such that the average of a TDNS solution has the
same form as the average of the solution to a spatially developing flow. The extended Navier–Stokes equations are then
∇ · u+ ∂U
∂x
= 0, (16)
∂u
∂t
+∇ · uu+∇2 ·
{〈
∂ u¯
∂x
x′′u′′
〉
+
〈
x′′u′′
∂u¯
∂x
〉}
+ ∂
∂x
{
UU+ 〈u′u′〉 + 〈 u′′u′′ 〉} = −∇p− ∂P
∂x
+ 1
Re
∇2u. (17)
The additional terms are all O(). Terms like those in the second row of Eq. (17) have been omitted in the third row because,
on taking the second derivative with respect to x, such terms become O()2. Similarly, the second derivative viscous term
∂2U/∂x2 does not appear.
A further simplification is possible, though it is not necessary. During the course of a TDNS, shear layers tend to spread
laterallywithout attaining any stationary state. This is like Stokes’ first problemof the laminar viscous flowdue to a suddenly
accelerated, infinite flat plate. The addition of mean terms in Eqs. (16) and (17) results in a stationary solution when
transients have decayed. Then, although there are variations with respect to the streamwise coordinate, the streamwise
average should not fluctuate significantly in time. Fluctuations are convected. This is the physical model on which Taylor’s
hypothesis is based. Then, we may take this as a modelling assumption: u′ = 0, or, u¯ = U . All time-averaging may be
omitted, provided that spatial averaging is done on data that has reached a stationary state. The terms containing x′′ are not
present in Maeder et al. [4]. With this simplification, the Extended TDNS are
∇ · u+ ∂U
∂x
= 0, (18)
∂u
∂t
+∇ · uu+∇2 ·
{
∂U
∂x
x′′u′′ + x′′u′′ ∂U
∂x
}
+ ∂
∂x
{
UU+ u′′u′′} = −∇p− ∂P
∂x
+ 1
Re
∇2u. (19)
3.2.1. Mean flow equations
Corresponding to the Extended TDNS equations (18) and (19), the mean flow equations (8) and (9) reduce to
∇ · U = 0, (20)
∇ · {UU+ u′′u′′}+∇2 · {∂U
∂x
x′′u′′ + x′′u′′ ∂U
∂x
}
= −∇P + 1
Re
∇22U. (21)
3.2.2. Solution procedure
Eqs. (18) and (19) must be solved at successive stations xn as a TDNS with mean flow quantities as input together with
suitable initial conditions. The mean flow problem is governed by (20) and (21). All quantities involving fluctuations must
be taken from TDNS solutions. Since the second derivative with respect to x has dropped out, being of higher order in , it is
possible to march downstream.
4. Summary
Equations for performing DNS of spatially developing thin shear layers were derived. Some terms involving the
streamwise coordinate,which had been omitted in a previous heuristic derivationwere obtained. Apart frombeing amethod
to obtain the detailed structure of slowly developing flows by DNS or LES, there is a further advantage over current practice
in providing turbulent inflow boundary conditions that are consistent with a spatially developing mean flow.
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